
GUIDE TO NEW IJF RULES FOR TECHNICAL OFFICIALS 

March 29th 2017 
 
The new IJF contest rules are being adopted in all BJA competitions from April 

22nd 2017 onwards. This guide applies as from that date. 
 
The rules include the following changes which BJA Technical Officials and 
Tournament Directors need to be aware of. (The part in blue is for information 
only, as the referees will decide this.) 
 
CONTEST TIME 
Senior men’s contests are now FOUR minutes duration. All other contest times 
are unchanged. 
 
SCORES 
Yuko no longer exists. Waza-aris no longer add up, and so in effect behave as 
yukos. If a player scores two or more waza-aris, these should be recorded on 
the scoreboard and the contest continues. 
(If you are using a scoreboard which has not been converted to the new rules, 
we suggest using the yuko scores as substitute for waza-aris.) 
An osaekomi of TEN seconds will score waza-ari. (As before, twenty seconds 
scores ippon.) 
 
PENALTIES 
Three shidos now make cumulative hansoku make, instead of four as 
previously. However, a second leg grab “jumps” to cumulatiive hansoku make. 
 
END OF NORMAL TIME 
If no ippon has been scored, the player with the higher number of waza-aris 
will win. However, if these are level, the contest moves into golden score, even 
if there is a difference in penalties. 
Any score during golden score terminates the contest. If a shido is awarded, if 
the player penalised is now behind on penalties, the contest is terminated. 
This is best explained by the following examples: 
 
Example 1: neither player has a shido at the end of normal time. Blue receives 
a shido during golden score. Blue loses. 
 
Example 2: at the end of normal time, blue has a shido against him. The 
contest continues into golden score. Blue receives another shido. Blue loses. 
 
Example 3:  at the end of normal time, blue has a shido against him. The 
contest continues into golden score. White receives a shido. The penalties are 
now level and the next score or penalty will decide the contest. 
 
Example 4:  at the end of normal time, blue has two shidos against him. The 
contest continues into golden score. White receives a shido. The contest 



continues. White receives another shido. The penalties are now level and the 
next score or penalty will decide the contest. 
 
(This is for information of technical officials only. The referees will announce 
when the contest is over.) 
 
Remember that under BJA rules, in categories where technical restrictions are 
in place, the players must have contest time rest before continuing into golden 
score, which is limited to TWO minutes before a further contest time rest, until 
there is a winner. 
 
REST TIME 
At BJA events, players are now entitled to rest time of SIX minutes between 
contests. Tournament directors should ensure that there is sufficient work on 
the tables to avoid “time outs” wherever possible.  
 
RECORDING THE RESULT OF THE CONTEST 
If a player wins a contest by waza-ari, this should now be recorded using the 
legend S (for superiority) and given FIVE points. 
All other legends and score values are unchanged. 
 
PROMOTIONAL POINTS 
In point scoring- competitions, wins by waza-ari will no longer count towards 
dan grade promotions and should not be recorded on points cards. All such 
wins by waza-ari before the new rules came into force will still count. 
 
 
The BJA Board of Directors may make some further alterations at their May 
meeting. A further update will be posted after that time if that is the case. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


